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Abstract—Design requirements of haptic hand exoskeletons,
such as functionality, anthropomorphic movement, ergonomics,
and portability, represent significant challenges. In addition,
when immersive virtual reality (iVR) is also an objective, complex human-in-the-loop functional specifications are imposed to
perceive the virtual environment (VE) without delay. Moreover,
aiming at grasping and manipulating objects in immersive
VE (iVE) demands force feedback to multiple fingers; thus,
a multi-finger hand exoskeleton is required. In this paper, we
propose an underactuated haptic two-finger hand exoskeleton
that meets the above challenges for grasping and manipulation
within an iVE. Three experiments were conducted to test the
fingertip tracking and haptic capabilities within fingers’ RoM
(Range Of Motion). Results showed that the hand exoskeleton
enables contacting virtual objects with two fingers, facilitating
manipulation afterward; in addition, free motion inside the iVE
is possible due to the wearability of the system.
Index Terms—Haptic interface, Hand exoskeleton, Underactuation, Immersive virtual reality

I. I NTRODUCTION
An exoskeleton has been conventionally defined as a functional external device that enables, supports, and protects the
body. In this sense, a hand exoskeleton has drawn great interest
from the scientific community as a potential finger robotic
device for pointing, movement assistance, and haptic display,
[1]. A wearable hand exoskeleton with haptic capabilities aims
at extending human touch sense and providing kinesthetic
feedback when interacting with objects rendered in a virtual
environment, [2].
Natural human interaction with the exoskeleton and wearability are two required features that impose significant design
challenges. Several design and technological considerations
need to be accounted to guarantee wearability: comfort, safety,
ease of use, and performance. Furthermore, although advances
in sensors, actuators, manufacturing technology, and headmounted displays (HMD) have facilitated an iVR experience,
the immersion with a multi-finger haptic wearable hand exoskeleton still represents an open issue in the literature, [3].
The development of a hand exoskeleton that enables fingers’
natural motion in all their ROM, typically has been addressed
with devices with structures close to the human hand’s kinematics. Thus, becoming a complex and difficult task due to the
high-end integration required, including hand biomechanics
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compliance and human-in-the-loop specifications, [1] In addition, an alternative approach to gain wearability has been at the
expense of fewer actuators than Degrees Of Freedom (DoF),
leading to the under actuation, typically of one actuator per
finger, [4], [5]. However, when a human wears an exoskeleton,
a closed kinematic chain arises tightly coupling the human
fingertip to the exoskeleton end-effector. In this configuration,
the under actuation from the physical motor yields a smaller
reachable haptic workspace; although human exerts an interaction force that propagates into the closed-kinematic chain
as if there were ”human motors” that drives the exoskeleton.
This key observation substantiates using a cyber-physical
analysis, stemming from the fact that the exoskeleton motion
is controlled with the interacting human force and the physical
motor torque. These forces injects a control vector that drives
the whole system as a cyber-physical system, [6]. Henceforth,
the human interacts with the exoskeleton in the actuation space
to drive the fingertip to a required position as a free-flying
device, subject to limited haptic feedback from one physical
motor. It is conjectured that due to wearability the human
could maneuver the exoskeleton to such a pose (relative a
body frame) to perceive haptic feedback despite using only
one motor per 6 DoF finger.
In this paper, and based on the conjecture mentioned
above, we extend our previous work on the haptic wearable
exoskeleton HexotractMx [6], which was inspired by Hexotrac
[4], by adding a 6 DoF thumb robotic finger. Then we
integrated the exoskeleton with an iVE, developed in the
virtual physics engine of Unity3D, aimed at pointing, grasping
and manipulation of virtual objects. The two kinematic chains
satisfy hand’s RoM which, alongside a powerful embedded
processing system to meet the required latencies, leads to an
improved design for an immersive haptic experience. Experiments illustrate a subject’s performance using the exoskeleton
and a HMD to interact with objects displayed within an iVE.
II. BACKGROUND
Hand exoskeletons for haptic purposes imposes strict design
requirements, which are hard to meet due to motor control and
wearability specifications, such as comfortability, lightweight,
and usability. To display accurate reaction forces and enable
transparent interaction with VR, high spatial and temporal
resolution sensors and low friction backdrivable motors are
required, [2] [7]. In addition, to qualify as a wearable device,
ergonomics are addressed to guarantee human hand movement

without interference, [8], handling also size, shape, construction materials, and attachment methods. However, due to form
factor and performance of nowadays technology of motors,
designers often make difficult decisions by choosing fewer
motors than DoF, leading to under actuation and the reduction of haptic performance. Nevertheless, since wearability
yields humans the capacity to control even the origin of the
exoskeleton, then, despite under actuation, human repositions
the exoskeleton body frame to perceive haptic stimuli; see
the WHIPFI device [9] used for interaction with large virtual environments and the Hexotrac [4] that exhibits natural
ROM and was tested to discriminate virtual objects’ stiffness.
Aimed at designing a light, wearable rehabilitation/haptic
exoskeleton, one linear actuator per finger was considered in
Hand-Exo [10], and Thumb-Exo [11], similarly in WeHAPTIC
[5] and our previous proposal [6] one motor per kinematic
chain is considered to provide haptic stimulus. In the latter,
we briefly addressed under actuation in terms of the cyberphysical system composed of the human and exoskeleton
robotic finger and discuss how human provides complementary
motor action to drive the exoskeleton.
Multi-sensory modalities [12] promote user engagement
in iVE, but it is the agency that yields interaction; that is,
any high-end VE promotes presence or immersion, but the
agency, or control of the interaction, is facilitated throughout
haptics. An ordinary example is when a user experiences a
conventional visual-sound modality of video games (with a
level of presence), when force feedback is rendered, the user
proprioception is calibrated into the iVE. In this regard, the
integration of a haptic interface with a HMD for iVR has
been proposed using a haptic underactuated exoskeleton in
[9], a mobile haptic interface in [13] and more recently with
fingertip devices in [14] [15] [16]. Each of these systems
exhibits its advantages, but particularly the haptic wearable
finger exoskeleton provides a vector of kinetic force feedback
to discriminate where contact occurs, and perceive objects
physical characteristics. When the haptic wearable finger
exoskeleton allows natural ROM, and since the user aligns
its pose to perceive better contact stimuli, a real-like iVE
experience becomes possible despite under actuation.
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Fig. 1: Cyberphysical system diagram.

In contrast to previous works, we propose a two-finger
haptic wearable exoskeleton by adding a thumb to [6], which
guarantees a two-finger RoM envelope, see Fig. 1. This
becomes essential for multi-contact grasp and manipulation
of virtual objects. Haptics displays a force arising from the
contact between the virtual object and the real human indexthumb fingertips, enforcing a dual finger haptic link between
the iVE and the human user. Notably, neither an external
inertial tracker nor motion capture is needed, enhancing the
portability of the overall system to navigate into the iVE.
III. T HE H AND E XOSKELETON S UB - SYSTEM
The lightweight serial kinematic chain is equipped with only
one micro-motor, limiting therefore the haptic capabilities due
to its hyper-underactuated system. Nevertheless, this apparent
limitation becomes indeed an advantage because 1) wearability
would be at risk if one motor per joint is implemented,
moreover fewer motors reduce friction and improves backdrivability, which enhances mechanical transparency; 2) we
thought that as a hyper underactuated finger exoskeleton arises,
the human can exert a controlled force at the fingertip which
propagates alongside the linkage to positioning the kinematic
chain, and 3) due to underactuation the force display lies in
a narrow cone, but as the device is wearable it is surmised
that a human will move his arm to a pose where he/she will
perceive meaningful virtual contact force clues.
1) Design Considerations: The wearable hand exoskeleton,
shown in Fig. 2, was designed to provide force feedback to the
index and thumb fingertips. It is mounted over the human hand
and can be easily attached to the fingertips through adjustable
thimbles, both considered as fixed unions. The control unit is
portable and fixed to the user’s belt. The embedded processing
unit is connected to the exoskeleton through two flexible
ribbon cables. Unlike exoskeletons whose kinematic chains
mimic the finger structure, the proposed exoskeleton consists
of two serial linkages with one end attached to the dorsal of
the hand and the other to the fingertip. The serial linkages are
unconstrained, so no alignment is needed and no blockage
arises when fingers move in the ROM. Thus, this design
enhances wearability and transparency towrds a natural-like
interaction. Each kinematic chain has 6 rotational DoF and is
equipped with only one high-end micromotor in the first joint.
2) Hardware Layer: It is implemented a DC motor (Faulhaber 1319T006SR), with an IE2-400 magnetic incremental
encoder, and 246:1 and 592:1 planetary gearboxes for the
robotic index and thumb, respectively. Encoder resolution
are 0.003◦ and 0.0015◦ , respectively. The angular position
of remaining DoFs is measured with absolute 12-bits magnetic encoders (AS5045 from Austria Microsystems), with a
resolution of 0.087◦ . Linkages were printed in lightweight
and resistant PLA polymer, and low-friction micro-bearings
are implemented at each joint to reduce friction. The final
exoskeleton prototype weighs approximately 400 g. The exoskeleton fingertip thimbles are designed tight but comfortable, with a cushion material inside.
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Fig. 3: Using the modified Denavit Hartenberg (mDH) convention, there were assigned nine reference frames to each of
the two-finger hand exoskeleton kinematics.

Fig. 2: Volunteer wearing the two-finger exoskeleton, the
control unit, and the HMD. Notice that the hand controller
provides the home reference frame measured by the HMD,
the Unity3D yields an egocentric view, and the HMD displays
the user view.
3) Firmware Layer: The embedded control unit is shown
in Fig. 2. It is based on an STM32 embedded system Nucleo
F767ZI, which runs multiple threads to ensure soft-real time.
This unit runs two main threads: (1) a PI motor control
loop that runs at 5 kHz for measuring motor current with a
12-bit ADC and for providing a 20 kHz PWM signal; and
(2) a fingertip tracking position loop that runs at 1 kHz for
measuring and sending the angular position of both serial
linkages through the UART port, as well as receiving and
updating the desired current Id for the motor control. The serial communication works at the maximum standard bitrate of
921 600 bit s−1 . The desired motor current is Id = τr1 /N Km ,
where τr1 is the desired motor torque, N is the reduction ratio,
and KM is the torque constant of the motors. Given that a
high-end DC micromotor is used, the control unit includes
hardware and software current limits at ±600 mA to protect
the integrity of power electronics and the safety of the user.
4) Kinematic model: Figure 3 illustrates the frames of
the two-finger hand exoskeleton kinematic chains, where the
y−axis is not shown for clarity’s sake but it follows the righthand rule. Nine reference frames were assigned per serial
linkage using the mDH formalism, see Table I, where ΣH
stands for the origin body frame. Observe that any other
kinematic convention can be adopted, such as quaternions
or Clifford algebras, but is unnecessary given the kinematic
motion of the human hand.
5) Exoskeleton dynamics subject to human interaction:
The hand exoskeleton base is mounted over the dorsal of the

hand, at 5 cm from the human wrist. However, it is assumed
that non-inertial forces, arising from human hand and forearm
motion, are negligible. This claim is substantiated given the
exoskeleton lightweight structure and the fact that the human
inertial forces exerted at each instant compensate for base
motion, as we humans do when we manipulate a tool to
achieve a tool goal. Therefore, the exoskeleton can be modeled
as an inertial system, described by the following Lagrangian
dynamic equations
H(qr )q̈r + C(qr , q̇r ) + g(q) + Dq̇r = τr + τh ,

(1)

where H(qr ) corresponds to the inertia matrix, C(qr , q̇r )
represents the centrifugal and centripetal forces in terms of the
Coriolis vector, g(qr ) is the gravity due to Earth’s gravitational
field, and D models the viscous friction at each joint. On the
right hand side of Equation (1), τr = [τr1 , 0] ∈ R6 represents
the generalized force due to the motor torque exerted at the
first joint of each serial linkage, while τh = Jri (qr )T Fh ∈ R6
stands for the generalized force, called human torque, produced by the Fh wrench exerted by the human at the thimble,
with Jri (qr ) representing the i−th geometric Jacobian. It can
be seen that a R6 control vector is provided in the actuation
subspace, thus the linkages are essentially controlled due to
Fh when the linear operator Jri (qr ) maps it into control
torques, while τr1 is helpful to display force from the haptic
force model used in the iVR. Moreover, the human torque
TABLE I: Robot finger mDH parameters.
Frame
Σ1
Σ2
Σ3
Σ4
Σ5
Σ6
Σ7
Σ8
Σ9

α
−π/2
0
−π/2
0
θ3
0
−π/2
−π/2
0

a
0
l1
0
0
0
0
0
0
l6

d
0
0
l2
l3
l4
l5
0
0
0

θ
θ1 + q1
θ2 + q2
q3
−π/2
q4
0
−π/2 + q5
q6
0

not only compensates for non-inertial force when moving the
base frame and for gravitational loads, [6], but human adapts
to the fact that in free space (no contact with virtual objects)
τri = 0, but in constrained motion (contact to a virtual object)
τr1 ̸= 0, which is perceived as a haptic force. In other words,
the human torque acts as a position control but the physical
motor τri provides underactuated haptics, without interfering
to the linkage position.
IV. S YSTEM I NTEGRATION

Floor
Exos serial chain
for the index

Table

Cube
Target
position
Exos serial chain
for the thumb

A. Software Layer
Unity 3D (release 2020.3.1f1) stands for the platform to
yield the iVE, see Fig. 4. Two iVR scenarios were programmed: a) a cube on a table and a virtual hand where
a human wears the exoskeleton with a fixed forearm, and
the exoskeleton base is fixed; and b) similar to a) but now
wearable, i.e. humans can move around at will. The Oculus
Quest 2 was used as the wearable HMD, with the advantage
that its four onboard cameras, accelerometer and gyroscope
track both exoskeleton base and head pose. SteamVR plugin
of Unity 3D (release 1.22.13) and Virtual Desktop Streamer
(release 1.20.38) running at a 5 GHz wireless network were
used to deliver the iVE to the HMD. The HMD control
device is attached to the base of the exoskeleton, as shown
in Fig. 2, to provide measurement and tracking of its local
pose w.r.t the user’s head. The head’s frame pose ΣP is
measured w.r.t a virtual inertial frame ΣO . In this way,
kinematics can be mapped to base frame ΣH throughout a set
of homogeneous transformations to compute fingertips poses
XF ingertipi = f (qP , qH , qRi ) w.r.t ΣO . These transformations
ingertipi
Fi
are given by AF
= APO (qP )AH
P (qH )AH (qRi ), which
O
can be computed using the mDH formalism. This onboard
measurement yields the advantage to move around without
human body occlusion, typical of any motion capture system.
B. Force Feedback Renderization
The pointers represent each serial linkage’s end-effector
position and the human fingertip online into the VE, whose
pose is calculated using forward kinematics. When contact
occurs a proxy is rendered instead, its position is determined
as the closest point from the object surface to the pointer.
Without loss of generality, a simplified haptic force Fi =
Ko ∗ ∆X ∈ R6 is considered, where ∆X ∈ R6 stands for
depth penetration, and Ko ∈ R6×6 stiffness matrix of the
virtual object. Then, τr = J(q)T Fi , which is used to compute
the desired current that displays the underactuated exoskeleton.
Notice that the real rendered force arises from all entries of
the first row of J(q), not only its first entry.
C. Grasping Condition
Inside the iVE, it is expected that the human user behaves
as in the real world, then he/she displays normal movement
patterns, including interaction when grasping and manipulating
virtual objects occurs with two fingers; then, it is reasonable to
assume Newtonian dynamics, and the well-developed schemes
proposed for robotic hands. Assuming the conventional friction

Fig. 4: Immersive virtual environment.
cone (no sliding nor slippage occurs), then, the grasping condition establishes that the quasi-static equilibrium is achieved
when Wo − Af = 0, where Wo models the object wrench,
A3×6 is the grasping matrix, and f = [f1 , f2 ]T is the force
vector of the two contact points. It all implies that grasping
is fulfilled whenever the object’s center of mass (COM) lies
inside the intersection of friction cones, as in the real world.
To recreate such behavior in Unity 3D, the pointers must be
at a certain distance XG from the object COM, and with a
relative angle θ w.r.t contact points, of ∠θ ≥ ψ, where ψ
represents the angle related with the coefficient of friction cone
at contact. The iVE shown in Fig. 4 depicts a virtual cube onto
a table and the exoskeleton using a wire representation. This
iVR is displayed to the user from an egocentric viewpoint
to improve the sense of agency, where the user index and
the thumb fingertip positions are rendered in red and yellow
spheres, respectively.

V. D ESIGN OF E XPERIMENTS
Three experiments were conducted aimed at showing the
hand exoskeleton’s potential to enable human fingers to move
without occlusion toward reaching a virtual object without
haptics (Exp. 1) and manipulate a virtual object with haptics
but fixed hand position (Exp. 2) and with a moving hand (Exp.
3).
Experiment 1. Reaching task without haptics: The user
moves fingers toward touching three spheres of 20 mm
diameter, located within the index and thumb fingers
workspace. No contact force is perceived; no haptic
feedback is provided.
Experiment 2. Grasp and manipulation with haptics: With
the arm on the desk and the hand fixed, the user grasps
and manipulates a virtual cube within the fingers’ reachable workspace.
Experiment 3. Grasp and manipulation with haptics and a
moving hand: The user grasps and moves a virtual cube
from an initial position to the desired position far from
the fingers’ reachable workspace, thus forcing the arm
into the extended reachable workspace.

VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
A. Experimental Results
1) Experiment 1: Reaching task without haptics: Fig. 5
depicts the exoskeleton linkages when the user’s index and
thumb fingertips contact the blue and green target spheres,
respectively, when human fingertip move unconstrained. Notice that in this experiment, the human solely exerts a force
at the fingertip that controls the exoskeleton position since the
only motor at joint 1 is off. This result supports the analysis
presented in Section III-5. In addition, since no motors are
placed along the remaining linkage, no friction or backdrivable
issues are of any concern.
2) Experiment 2: Grasp and manipulation with haptics:
With the elbow and the hand in a static position, the user
grasps a virtual cube with the thumb and index fingers and
manipulates its configuration when moving the fingers. Figs.
6a and 6b show the initial and final position and orientation,
respectively, of the virtual cube. Haptics facilitate to engage
finger contact at t = 76 s, then stably grasp the cube at t =
86 s, and finally, breaking contact at t = 96 s.
Figs. 7a and 8a show the desired and real motor current of
the exoskeleton robot index and thumb fingers, respectively.
There can be seen that the PI motor controller is fast enough
to regulate the desired current, which displays visual-force
feedback consistently. On the other hand, Figs. 7b and 7b display virtual penetration into the virtual cube and the resultant
computed force feedback to the user’s index and thumb fingers,
respectively.
3) Experiment 3: Grasp and manipulation with haptics and
a moving arm: The user grasps a virtual cube on a virtual
table, whose size is proportional to the user’s height. Then,
the user manipulates the cube toward the target area on the
table by moving his arm within the iVR environment. Fig. 9a
shows the initial and final positions of the virtual cube, as well
as the linkages. The motor current displays an underactuated
haptic force at the index and thumb user finger throughout the
exoskeleton chains, see Fig. 9.
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Fig. 5: Experiment 1: User reaches a virtual sphere with two
fingers at some instants, since no contact force is displayed,
which limits human performance.
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Fig. 6: Experiment 2: Grasp (a) and manipulation (b) of a
virtual cube with haptics, while arm is resting but hand moves.
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Fig. 7: Experiment 2: Haptic feedback provided by the robotic
index finger.
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Fig. 8: Experiment 2: Haptic feedback provided by the robotic
thumb finger

Since the exoskeleton is wearable, the user moves his/her
hand freely around the iVE, unlike other inertial haptic interfaces. This also implies that the user does not need to
learn new techniques to proceed with the exoskeleton because
the exoskeleton enables the user to move unconstrained in its
natural RoM. Moreover, due to the wearability, the user could
potentially move inside the iVE with natural biped locomotion.
As a result, a third interaction channel is enabled (haptic
channel), improving the sense of immersion and agency within
the iVE As discussed before, the synchronicity of all the
stimuli provided to the user is fundamental not to brake the
illusion of presence. The user can locate, grasp the 150 mm
cube, and manipulate it to the target area. Results in Fig.
9 show that the two haptic stimuli track the desired current
during the interaction although the exoskeleton is moving in
space.

feedback provided by the exoskeleton displays limited but
enough contact force to discriminate virtual object detection,
facilitating the completion of the task.
We can conclude that the hand exoskeleton has potential as a
haptic device for iVE. In future work, firstly, we’ll address the
kinematic chain optimization to reduce the hand exoskeleton
size to include two more fingers; and secondly, the human
perceptual aspects of presence and agency of immersive haptic
wearable systems with multimodal feedback. Finally, dynamic
objects (with mass and inertia) stand for an issue to deliver
an advanced underactuated haptic rendering algorithm and
explore the cyberphysical coupling as a unique system in the
control subspace by adding a 6 DoF force nanosensor.

(a) Manipulation of the virtual cube.
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Fig. 9: Experiment 3: Manipulation of the virtual cube (a) and
current control to display haptic force (b-c).
B. Discussions
Wearability provides not only the skill to move around
unconstrained but to display natural movement patterns, which
facilitates agency and immersion in iVR while humans disregard the non-relevant stimuli [12] The cyber-physical coupling
of human and exoskeleton extends human cognition into the
iVR, despite poor underactuated haptics, which is stemmed
from the fact that the human user collaborates with the
exoskeleton in the actuation subspace to control fingertips,
despite using one motor per finger. This latter claim requires
further insights and experiments to prove the conjecture of
tight integration as a cyber-physical system.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
A two-finger underactuated hand exoskeleton with haptic
capabilities is presented to interact with an iVR environment.
The device qualifies as wearable; the cyber-physical system
conveys to the human an immersion experience from visual
and kinesthetic stimuli without body constraints, with transparency due to the responsive design. These features are of
great importance because the proposed exoskeleton does not
have a physical inertial frame, nor a motion capture system is
used. The integration aims to recreate an immersive haptic
experience for the user with multi-contact capacity. Three
experiments were performed to illustrate the tracking and
haptic capabilities for grasping and manipulating a virtual
object within an iVE. Results support the claim that the system
also enables unconstrained hand ROM, thus with neither
the limitations of conventional fix-base haptic devices nor
clueless deep 2D monitors. In addition, the underactuated force
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